THURSDAY, APRIL 11, 2019

KEEP CALM AND ASK A LIBRARIAN

LIGHTNING TALKS AT PAA

Marriott Hotel, Griffin Hall, Social Media Lounge

Managing Your Publications
10:00 AM | Comparison of Citation Management Software, Elana Broch & All
10:15 AM | EndNote Demonstration, Jean Sack & All
10:30 AM | Zotero Demonstration, Elana Broch
10:45 AM | Mendeley Demonstration, Nykia Perez Kibler

Increasing Your Visibility
11:00 AM | Creating and Managing Your MyNCBI Profile, Jean Sack
11:15 AM | Online Profiles: Academia.edu, ResearchGate, Google Scholar, Shannon Crane
11:30 AM | Social Media for Researchers (Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook), Shannon Crane
11:45 AM | Office 365 Delve & Yammer Demonstration, Jean Sack

Measuring Your Impact
12:00 PM | Journal Citation Reports & H-Index, Nykia Perez Kibler
12:15 PM | Google Scholar Profile & Google Citation Alerts, Elana Broch
12:30 PM | Scopus, Web of Knowledge, and ORCID, Jean Sack
12:45 PM | Altmetrics, Nykia Perez Kibler

Storytelling Tools: Communicating Your Research
1:00 PM | Design Anything, Publish Anywhere with Canva, Anita Lai
1:15 PM | WordPress for Your Personal Website, Nykia Perez Kibler
1:30 PM | Adobe Spark: Transform Your Ideas Into Visual Stories, Anita Lai
1:45 PM | Talking About Your Research on Social Media, Shannon Crane

Get One-on-One Help From a Population Librarian
2:00 PM | Ask a Librarian

Gamification
3:00 PM | Open Access Trivia / Quizzo (with prizes)
3:30 PM | Bingo / Demography Jeopardy / Etc.